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About something that relates - eg lessons learned over a lifetime of practice 
or something less directly HCI but clearly related (eg Margaret Atwood, Psy, 
etc)
As captivating as instructing, giving a new point of view on a topic.
as inspiring than surprising
captivating & inspiring
catching my attention and telling me a story from which i gain knowledges
challenging
Challenging the norm and offering new perspective
clear, short, contain distinct parts
concise and structured
Creative, visual, dynamic
Cutting edge, inspiring, future facing
dynamic
dynamic and practical (give me applicable takeaways that I can put into 
practice)
Dynamic, funny, with summary sheets
dynamic, participative
Dynamique et structurée
Easily relatable to the field or main subject of the conference—more about the 
content than about the keynoter.
educational
educational, engaging, structured
Emocional,  a good storyteller, funny
engaging & motivating. Upbeat.
Engaging, simple and short enough to keep attention. Give concret take aways
Entertaining
Entertaining and enlighting. It should generate a personal thinking for all 
public persons
entertaining and very pedagogic
entertaining as well as informative
Evocative
exciting and inclusive
Finished on time, delivered well, full of interesting ideas and/or data, clear, 
entertaining
full of concrete experiences, interactive & with useful takeaways.
Full of energy, optimistic, serious fun, memorable
Fun, instructive, alive
Fun, interesting, thought-provoking
Highly relevant, contextual and inspire actions
Inclusive and efficient
Informative and engaging
Informative but also fun
Informative, doesn’t need to try to be funny
Informative, entertaining, thought provoking
inspirante et instructive
Inspirante, c'est-à-dire qu'elle me fait penser autrement sur un sujet que je 
connais, qu'elle me propose une autre manière de voir les choses, une 
manière de considérer un sujet qui soit bien sûr crédible et argumentée
Inspirational, actionable, and REALISTIC.
Inspirational, full of pragmatism and based on real cases,... less theoretical 
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According to me, a keynote talk should be ____
I’d be positively surprised by a talk that _____
I’d feel bored from attending a talk that _____
The most original format for a talk I could 
think of would be _____










According to me, a keynote talk should be ____
I’d be positively surprised by a talk that _____
I’d feel bored from attending a talk that _____
The most original format for a talk I could think of would be _____
The most memorable talk I ever attended was _____
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL SENTENCE COMPLETION METHOD
«  The strength of the technique is that respondents 
use their own words to describe their situation, 
thus giving more spontaneous and honest answers 
compared to traditional questionnaires. » 
(Hoyer & MacInnis, 2007)
Use case
How we collected 14.000 ideas in 2 weeks
IMPROVING THE E-READING EXPERIENCE
Profile Unfinished sentence UX dimension
non ebook readers  
(596 respondents)
Compared with a print book, an electronic book is… Comparison between products
In my opinion, eBooks are addressed to… Identity / product image
I have never read any eBooks because… Frustrations / Barriers to use
I would read a eBook if… Expectations and needs
I expect a eBook to… Expectations and needs
When I read a print book, I feel… Affects
ebook readers 
(1284 respondents)
Compared with a print book, an eBook is… Comparison between products
The reading experience on an eBook is… Global UX
The problem with eBooks is… Issues and frustrations
What I love about eBooks is… Positive aspects / Appropriation factors
What frustrates me the most with an eBook is… Issues and frustrations
I find that the interface of an eBook is… Specific UX - Interface
I dream of a eBook that… Expectations / Dreams
Mercier & Lallemand, 2015
IMPROVING THE E-READING EXPERIENCE 
Using several sentences stems to cover relevant UX dimensions
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL SENTENCE COMPLETION METHOD
Mercier & Lallemand, 2015
LIKERT SCALES VS. SENTENCE COMPLETION 
A different picture of the situation
On a 7-points Likert scale, how would you rate your overall 


















(414) 28.3 % 
(364)
80.4 %
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL SENTENCE COMPLETION METHOD
Mercier & Lallemand, 2015
RICHNESS OF THE DATA COLLECTED 
Ideas that can be easily translated into actionable insights
“The problem with ebooks is _________”
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL
- the price 
- the lack of availability and choice 
- the absence of a sensual experience (feeling 
the paper in one’s hands) 
- the navigation and information architecture 
- the battery / the need for a network connexion 
- their bad quality 
- the impossibility to lend the book to a friend 
- DRM (digital rights management) 
- the bad reading experience 
- the screen and visual fatigue 
- it is dematerialized 
- …
that you don’t see what people are reading 
because you don’t see the book cover…
you can't skim or flip through easily
I’m not able to physically track my 









"Psychological needs are particular 
qualities of experience that all people 
require to thrive"
Sheldon et al., 2010








Good UX is the consequence of 
fulfilling fundamental 
psychological needs
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL UX NEEDS
01
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 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL UX NEEDS
AN EXPERIENTIAL TABLE LAMP? 
Target users? … kids 
Context of use? … night 
Needs? …  
security & autonomy
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL UX NEEDS
SOME CLUES 
GLO NIGHTLIGHT: SECURITY + AUTONOMY 
01
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL UX NEEDS
A SAFE BIKE? 
Bike Zone laser system
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL UX NEEDS
Faustine Gheno, 2017
RELATEDNESS + DATING APP
Whispering messages after 10pm
Faustine Gheno, 2017












Having regular close contact with people 



























Feeling that you get plenty of enjoyment 
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Developing one’s best potential, 
Creativity and Spontaneity
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL UX NEEDS
What if… there was a secret object hidden somewhere around each of you? 
Can you find the secret object? 

Products that evoke positive emotions 
are bought more often, used more 
often, and are more pleasurable to 
use. 
 Desmet, 2012
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL EMOTIONAL DESIGN
01
Emotional granularity is the ability to 
characterize one’s emotional state with 
specificity, 

using discrete emotion labels rather than 
referring to global feeling states.
Plutchik's wheel of emotions
EMOTIONAL GRANULARITY 
An essential UX designer’s skill
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Feeling disappointed by your score? Check the 



































Two-dimensional visualization of similarity between the 25 positive emotions: Multidimensional scaling analysis of emotion types. 
Desmet, P. M. A. (2012). Faces of product pleasure: 25 positive emotions in human-product interactions. International Journal of Design, 6(2), 1–29.
Typology of Positive Emotions
















To be carried away by something that is experienced as 
overwhelmingly pleasant
It arises when an appealing and/or mysterious character 





To experience a sudden and overwhelming feeling of 
creative impulse
It arises when one is awakened to the realization of a 





To experience mental or moral strength to withstand or 
cope with the situation
It arises when it is certain that one is capable of 
overcoming a challenge in the process of realizing 
his/her goal.
Positive Emotional Granularity Cards
Yoon, Desmet, & Pohlmeyer, 2013
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL EMOTIONAL DESIGN
http://www.willodom.com
What is the purpose of this box ?
How does it trigger an emotion of anticipation?
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL EMOTIONAL DESIGN
Use case
Odom et al. (2012)
Design concept

A Bluetooth printer hidden in a wooden 
box that prints 4 or 5 randomly 
selected photos from its owner’s Flickr 
collection at random intervals each 
month. 
The owner has no control over what is 
printed nor when. The Photobox does 
not demand nor require its owner’s 
attention to enact its behavior.
http://www.willodom.com
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL EMOTIONAL DESIGN
PHOTOBOX: A SLOW TECHNOLOGY 
Slowing down digital photo consumption to support anticipation and reflection
01
Meaning - Anticipation - Thinking about the past - Reflection on one’s relationship 
with technology
www.willodom.com
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL EMOTIONAL DESIGN
DESIGN FOR EMOTION 
A 14 month longitudinal study to understand the impact of a slow technology
Odom et al. (2012)
http://emotiontypology.com/
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL EMOTIONAL DESIGN
NEGATIVE EMOTION TYPOLOGY 
36 negative emotions defined and illustrated
Steven Fokkinga  
RICH EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCES
Steven Fokkinga  
Rich experience qualities 
RICH EXPERIENCE QUALITIES 
Combining positive and negative emotions
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL EMOTIONAL DESIGN
CARD SETS FOR 
UX RESEARCH & 
DESIGN  
Positive Emotional Granularity Cards 
(Yoon, Desmet, & Pohlmeyer, 2013)
PLEX Cards - playful experiences 
(Lucéro & Arrasvuori, 2010)
Symbolic meaning for user happiness  
(Casais, Mugge, & Desmet, 2016)
www.diopd.org/emotioncards  
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Some kind of illustration or image?
HEADER OPTION
SUB HEAD OR SHORT DESCRIPTION
Some kind of explanatory text, reference or footnote can go here and wrap to two lines, if needed.
UX SCALES 
STANDARDIZED 
QUESTIONNAIRE   
AttrakDiff scale 
(Hassenzahl et al., 2003)
User Experience Questionnaire 
(Laugwitz et al., 2008)
meCUE questionnaire 









Perception of non-instrumental qualities
Emotions
Perception of instrumental qualities








We need to assess both pragmatic and hedonic perceived qualities of a system
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL UX EVALUATION SCALES
01
This scale consists of pairs of contrasting attributes. On each 
line, tick the circle that most closely reflects your impression.
User Experience 
Questionnaire (UEQ)
Laugwitz, B., Held, T., Schrepp, M. (2008). Construction and evaluation of a user experience questionnaire. In: Holzinger, 
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LONG-TERM EVALUATION PARADIGMS 
Four approaches to understand UX over time
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL UX CURVES METHODS
01
CONSTRUCTIVE APPROACH
Reconstruction happens in a forward temporal order  
Emotional experience can neither be stored nor retrieved, but 
can be reconstructed on the basis of recalled contextual cues 
People recall an overall emotional assessment of an 
experience, but not the exact details of the event  
Reconstruction takes place in a top-down fashion




THEORIES OF HUMAN MEMORY 
How do we reconstruct past experiences? 
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL UX CURVES METHODS
01
Users sketch a curve and add comments to report how 
their experience has changed during the time of use 
The curve drawing area is formed of an horizontal timeline 
and a vertical line that divides positive and negative 
experiences.   
Focus on the overall attractiveness or on specific aspects 
such as usability, or utility, or stimulation. 
UX CURVES METHODS 
Retrospective UX evaluation
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL UX CURVES METHODS
01
von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, M., Hassenzahl, M., and Platz, A. (2006)
USE CASE: SMARTPHONE EXPERIENCE CURVE 
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL UX CURVES METHODS
REAL-LIFE EXAMPLE…
This practitioner draw the UX 
curve of « something he has 
been using on a daily basis for 
the past 2 years… » 
…his 2-years old son :D
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL UX CURVES METHODS
01
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• UX Curves indicate trends of UX over time 
• Experience narratives provide qualitative data to explain why the UX has changed over time
Author's personal copy
performed simply on the basis of whether the starting point of the
curve was higher or lower compared to the end point. For example,
the curve in Fig. 2 was categorized as being improving as its start-
ing point was lower than its ending point, even though the curve
deteriorates in the middle. If the starting and ending points were
at the same level, the curve was categorized as stable. As the curves
were freehand drawings, they were categorized as stable if there
was a very small deviation (less than one millimeter) between
the vertical values of the starting and ending points of the curve.
However, it can be seen from Figs. 3–10 that the categorization
was rather straight-forward to do with the three trend type catego-
ries. The relationships between the curve types and the key
Fig. 4. The deteriorating and stable general UX Curves with user IDs.
Fig. 5. The improving Attractiveness curves with user IDs.
Fig. 6. The deteriorating and stable Attractiveness curves with user IDs.
Fig. 7. The improving ease of use curves with user IDs.
Fig. 8. The deteriorating and stable ease of use curves with user IDs.
Fig. 9. The improving utility curves with user IDs.
478 S. Kujala et al. / Interacting with Computers 23 (2011) 473–483
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performed simply on the basis of whether the starting point of the
curve was higher or lower compared to the end point. For example,
the curve in Fig. 2 was categorized as being improving as its start-
ing point was lower than its ending point, even though the curve
deteriorates in the middle. If the starting and ending points were
at the same level, the curve was categorized as stable. As the curves
were freehand drawings, they were categorized as stable if there
was a very small deviation (less than one millimeter) between
the vertical values of the starting and ending points of the curve.
However, it can be seen from Figs. 3–10 that the categorization
was rather straight-forward to do with the three trend type catego-
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Results: Mean attractiveness curves
8
3.6.2011
Facebook Mobile phoneImproving Deteriorating Averaged curves
Kujala et al., 2011  
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL UX CURVES METHODS
UX CURVES - DATA ANALYSIS 
01
What they will tell you is biased by their memory, it is not similar to how they really felt 
What matters is how they remember the experience with your system because they will behave 
on this basis.  
UX UX UX UX
© Adam Cooper (2014)
 #UXPA2018            @CARILALL UX CURVES METHODS
HOW VALID ARE RETROSPECTIVE METHODS? 
Unvalid, yet reliable? 
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UX CURVES 




(Kujala et al., 2011)
Analytic scale 
(Karapanos et al., 2010)
CORPUS interview 
(von Wilamowitz et al., 2006)
DrawUX 
(Varsaluoma & Kentta, 2012)

Luxembourg, December 2010 
General Assembly of FLUPA, France-Luxembourg UXPA local chapter
This is me :)
Luxembourg, December 2010 
General Assembly of FLUPA, France-Luxembourg UXPA local chapter
- Charles Eames
Eventually everything connects - people, ideas, objects. 
The quality of the connections is the key to quality per se. 
Merci !
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